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impatiently.

“I think so, but I don’t know how to fit it all together yet.”

“I don’t like this murder business. Sneaking around and all that - 
I like to look my enemy in the eye, one on one, swords out! 
Smashing stuff. Oh, forgot to tell you - Kasandra wants to meet you 
near the servant’s entrance”. He straightens his impeccably kept 
uniform around his belly and walks off, back towards the Dining 
Room.

You wind your way around the enormous mansion, eventually 
spotting Kasandra at the end of the hall, standing just to the left of 
the door where Diane enters the house.

“Thank you for meeting me, Detective”.

She seems quite upset. She sniffles, and you notice a slip of paper
fly out of her pocket as she reaches for her handkerchief. As you 
pick it up and hand it to her, she says between sobs:

“That was the script to the latest movie I was working on. Mr. 
Bodwell’s been supporting my acting career by paying for my flights 
to the auditions... Now what will I do?”

But it is not Kasandra’s surprising selfishness that catches your eye
so much as the absurdity of the carefully typed script that she’s just
produced.

‘‘
ow do you get it? Solved the mystery?” says Jack, 
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Remembering their picnic basket and radio, Mick, Ron, and Sig
dove into their row-boat and set off on the glistening river.
As Mick pulled out a packet of cards and dealt a hand to each
of them, the laziest, broadest, and biggest eater of the lot,
Sig, took the basket and bit into a rose-coloured apple.  Ron
brought out a leg of lamb, dunked it in some apple-sauce, and
greedily devoured the savory meal.  “I owe Tara for this,” he
insisted at the meaty, yet oddly noodly, taste.  Mick offered
each boy some Pepsi long after most of the food had gone, and
eventually Sig marked that the sun was setting.  So the group
turned back to their oars and started to row back towards the
forest, pausing on the way to rest in their seat awhile.  Ron
now foraged through their basket and discovered some alfalfa,
masked under the handle Tara had attached to the picnic case.
“I bought those sprigs at the shops yesterday, with Ita!” Sig
bragged.  “She’s a vegetable-eater!” Jestingly, Mick splashed
down Sig, offering him a towel afterward.  Suddenly a warning
yelp was coming from the radio:  “Mega storm approaching!” it
declared.  “Don brimmed caps, ideally, along with raincoats!”


